
 

 

Purpose______________________ 

The purpose of this project was to find and disseminate information pertaining to our 
chosen brand, T-mobile’s 3G myTouch mobile phone. The myTouch was released on 
August 5 by the T-mobile cellular company as a new product line. It was designed to be 
completely personalized with downloadable applications from the android marketplace 
and be competitive with the leading smart phone in the market, the Apple iPhone. Some 
popular features include downloadable music via the Amazon music marketplace, 
YouTube compatible for uploading and downloading videos, and all the features of the 
Google network including Gmail, calendar, and Google talk. The phone is also readily 
prepared to use other instant messaging, mail, and text services.  

Monitoring of this brand is necessary to decipher how the public feels about the 
myTouch, as well as to assess the competitiveness with the new iPhone. Monitoring can 
also be useful to find user opinions about the phone and other lesser-known resources 
such as troubleshooting.       

Methodology___________________ 

We used social media sites, website authority sites, photo and video uploading sites, and 
blog sites to find the information for our research on the T-Mobile myTouch phone. 
Facebook, Myspace and Twitter provided comments from users about their thoughts 
and opinions concerning the phone. Alexa, Technorati and Blogpulse can tell users a 
website or blog’s activity, rank and authority. Addictomatic is a very useful site that lists 
all the different sites and mediums that have to do with the searched keyword. Flickr 
and YouTube are sites that can be used to see pictures and videos pertaining to whatever 
is searched. We also checked various review, opinion and news sites. 

The timeframe we used for monitoring was 7 days, the 15th to the 22nd.  We determined 
the credibility of our sources through website ratings, hits to websites, statistics, and 
only using bloggers with active accounts, good credentials and lots of followers.  

Results________________________      

We discovered our research could be broken down into two major categories: basic 
information, and reviews and opinions.  



In finding basic information about the myTouch phone Wordpress proved to be very 
useful because one blogger in particular, Princejabankumar, had statistics and other 
useful information for his followers but did not have an overall rating for the phone. 
This blog can be helpful for people who are not savvy in using the T-Mobile website, 
which can be inundated with too much information. Flickr was a good source for images 
of the phone along with its specific dimensions and of the customizable colors and shells 
that can be purchased along with the phone. Android Authority provided a presentation 
of how the phone functions using different applications as examples. This video might 
be beneficial for users who are more visually-oriented.  

      Customer and expert opinions and reviews are some of the most influential resources 
that are used to base decisions on.  We visited the myTouch fan page on Facebook, 
which provides members the ability to share their opinions and provide feedback to 
other members. One member cites myTouch as being a great phone that is easy to use 
with “tons of features”. He specifically cited the verbal search function that allows a 
person to speak, instead of type, their search topic. Technorati.com had members 
commenting on T-Mobile’s use of advertising with famous spokespeople for the 
myTouch as tapping in on America’s infatuation with celebrities. This was not very 
helpful as it did not address anything other than advertising strategies.  CNet.com 
provided information about both the positives and negatives of the overall phone 
usability, as well as specs of the phone. CNet also listed user reviews, had a feature to 
compare it to other phones and information on where to buy the myTouch.  You Tube 
proved to be a useful source to witness the un-boxing and immediate reviews of the 
phone and its applications. While reviewing Twitter pages we noticed the expressed 
wants and needs that myTouch users would like to see added as updates for the phone 
to make it more user-friendly and technologically advanced.  On Mashable: the Social 
Media Guide, one member, Barb, ranked the myTouch second only to the iPhone as the 
most compatible mobile in regards to social media.  

Conclusions___________________       

Overall, the myTouch appears to be received very well by the public with few complaints 
and is only second to the iPhone seemingly because it lacks iTunes compatibility. 
Otherwise, people are happy with the ability to customize it using the free downloadable 
applications in the android market. The Internet is as fast as a PC due to the 3G 
capability and T-mobiles vast, nationwide reception alleviates blackouts and call drops.  

There could be improvement in the advertising area as the current advertising method 
seems to include low-key celebrities, who are not readily recognizable, in commercials.  
Oprah is running a promotion in which she offers price cuts on her website for the 
myTouch, but the discount is not well-known. The camera function could also be 
improved because although it has a lot of pixels, the shutter is slow making photographs 
blurry, unfocused, and discolored.  

 


